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With this claim, however obliquely, I mean to signify my recognition

tl HI
U"

cault's central categories, now blur liberalism's border between publle
more comprehensive

the situation of the security state

field Foucault calls

complicates the qu sti ns

"s

Bay, and around

They have been subjected to techniques
to as "enhanced

Since

775 prisoners have

175 remain in January
that the George W. Bush

interrogation

techniques"

but

fit the legal definition of torture. As a protest against their treatment

vernm

ntallty"

n

fa' 'olll1tabllity p Md in thiM 8say.

and detention, as many as

200

prisoners have undertaken

hunger strikes.

One hunger striker, Binyam Mohamed, said to his lawyer, "I do not plan

mechanisms of "disciplinary" and "bio-political" power, to cite two ofF
and private. More generally,

2002,

II.

Justice," in Global Challenges (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2007), 175-76.
49

Ihat

center opened in July

referred

deten-

decision as to their guilt or innocence.

the time the detention

48

Bay, Cuba, prisoners captured

n till

rmously

to stop until I die or we are respected.'"

In response, military officials

have opted to force-feed

by inserting

these prisoners

tubes into their

srornachs through their nasal passages while restraining them. Defending
tlliR practice, military physician John Edmonson asserted, "I will not allow
III 'in to do harm to themselves.'"

1IIIng r strik shave occurred at Cuantanamo
t Oil c inter op n

(1. In jun

~ool).

from the time the deten-

hung r strik s r ached a peak, when

o

between

130

to

200

out of approximately

500

prisoners at Guantanamo

Bay began hunger strikes. The New York Times has reported that at least

are the ''worst of the worst."? These two logics are con-

require the prisoner to be guilty of any crimes, only to have knowledge

oners have reported

that could be used to save lives. In academic as well as policy debates,

44

40

or more.» In January

out of the

248

2009,

the Times of London

inmates were refusing food (though visit-

Ihe

hypothetical

ticking-time-bomb

scenario has structured

the ethical

that more than 70 were on hunger strikesj.s These

question of torture in the war on terror; assuming that the guilty captive

strikes take place in the context of practices that are widely considered to

has the necessary knowledge, this scenario asks whether torture should

constitute torture, such as sleep deprivation, humiliation,

be authorized

ing lawyers reported

I

terrorisrs-s-they

tradictory, because the security rationale for torturing prisoners does not

prisoners have been subjected to force-feeding, while lawyers say the prisreported that

102

12

stress positions. While the Bush administration

and the use of

consistently denied that

in order to prevent the deaths of dozens or hundreds

of civilians (people who are presumed

innocent, just as the captive is

these abuses were in fact "torture," a senior official admitted that torture

presumed guilty). The ticking-time-bomb

was indeed practiced

torture will work, that causing the captive bodily pain will yield "action-

at Cuantanamo

Bay in January

ranking members of the Bush administration

2009.5

Six high-

are now under indictment

in Spain for torture of detainees," and the Obama administration
rentlyweighing

is cur-

what, if any, accountability there will be for torture as well

as how best to close the Guantanamo
functions of gathering information

Bay facility while still preserving its
on terrorist activities and preventing

dangerous persons from entering the United States.

scenario also assumes that the

able intelligence." The body of the prisoner is thus produced as a site of
information

to be gleaned in the most efficient way possible as well as a

site for the exercise of sovereign power, the power to punish. But while
the bodies of prisoners may be subject to violence for the extraction of
information,

they are also objects of care for the preservation

of their

useful lives.

The simultaneous torture and force-feeding of hunger-striking prison-

Forcing hunger-striking

prisoners to live does more than breach the

ers points to the exercise of two distinct logics of power: sovereign power

state's moral obligation not to torture: torture and force-feeding

and biopower. By being tortured,

to enact U.S. sovereign power while displacing vulnerability

the prisoners are objects of the sover-

serve

onto the

eign's ability to act directly on their bodies or, in Michel Foucault's terms,

individual subjectivity of the prisoners.

to "take life or let live." However, the deaths of the detainees pose a limit

gap and subject to torture for an indefinite period of time, the prisoners'

for the exercise of sovereign power-simply

put, they cannot be killed.

Held in a legal and territorial

xistence is defined by an array of technologies that refuse them even the

Rather, the health of prisoners is closely monitored by medical profession-

hoice to die in order to end their endless imprisonment.

als, and hunger-striking

f torture at Cuantanamo

prisoners are force-fed in order to prevent their

deaths, evidence of what Foucault calls the exercise of "biopower"-a

instance of sovereign power exercised on ajuridical subject, as portrayed

technology of power that can, in Foucault's terms, "let die" and "mak

in Foucault's Discipline and Punish, but is rather a moment in the exercise

of biological life and populations." This

of sovereign power though biopolitics on subjects produced not as liberal

of military and medical discourses forces the prisoners to

subjects of consent, nor economic subjects of rationality, but as a quasi-

live" through the management
entwinement

The exercise

Bay and elsewhere by U.S. officials is not an

live as a particular type of subject. In other words, through the conjunc-

population of dependents

tion of torture and force-feeding,

is best understood as expressive: the violence serves to create and reinforce

the prisoners'

bodies are made into

not only "useful bodies" for providing intelligence but "dependent
ies" that are not autonomous

bod-

agents but recipients of care that must b

In the context of the war on terror, torture ha b en as
ofits usefulness in providin
pr

t

II

subjectivities and relations of power between the U.S. military and the

I risoners through the exercise of sovereign power on the bodies of prison rs, These uses of violence are expressive precisely because they enact

efficiently managed.

tion.8 Tortur

who must be managed. In these cases, violence

if;
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the health of prisoners,

including

how the exercis

01

sovereign power through torture meets with anxieties over injuring and
killing the human body. In the final section, I discuss how anxieties that
constitute the paradox of sovereign power and biopower are manifest d
in the force-feeding

of hunger-striking

of toruir

"muk

1 ve

~\lH'

and [or o-f 'cling at

l'ldl

,lilY

uaotanamo

the lmnltnn

OUN

Bay indicates the

rels ' of p wer that not only injures the body but refuses to kill or allow
of

I

the paradox of applying violence

hunger strikers. I then demonstrate

C

POW('\' to

'i1lh'

111 d .ath of the tortured body. In order to explain the contradictions

in terms of Foucault's categories of sovereign power, discipllut

and biopower in order to articulate

opnwi'\'1\1I111
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t,

In developing this argument, I first discuss th motivati ns f r ell '
oftorture

h

prisoners, an exercise of pow r

that transforms prisoners from dangerous "enemy combatants" to a bio-

CIV 'I"

1\ IY,

ign power and biopower in the exercise of torture at Guantanamo
1 first argue that discipline, while seemingly apparent in the prison

eulng, is not the primary logic of power operating. Rather, the logic of
torture is biopolitical, meant to protect one population

or a "risky" population.

However, this explanation,

\. ount for the operation

of Guantanamo

at the expense

too, is insufficient to

Bay. Torture in this case is a

practice of sovereign power, exercised through biopolitical techniques.
Insofar as Guantanamo

Bay is a detention

camp, with daily life man-

aged and controlled, it would seem to exemplify disciplinary power-a

political subjectivity as recipients of care.

mode of power in which people are not dominated

directly, as in sov-

'reign power, but are turned into docile subjects, their bodies microTorture as Sovereignty,

Discipline, and Blopower

managed so that they will be useful and compliant.

Why has the United States resorted to torture in its war on terror? Torture
is something that liberal political communities are supposed to have left
behind in their premodern
against vulnerable

pasts, rejected as an abuse of state power

people. For Foucault, torture exemplifies sovereign

power in the classical period. Torture was used ritually to extract confessions and punish criminals. If sovereign power is the power to "take life or
let live,":" then the sovereign uses torture to punish in self-defense, and
as such, the tortured body represents an enemy of the sovereign rather
than a citizen. Torture marked the body directly and thus performatively

which works on populations,

Unlike biopower,

disciplinary power is centered on molding

individuals. Several key techniques
Foucault are used at Guantanamo

of disciplinary power described by
Bay, from the division of space into

cells, the control of activities by timetables, and the organization of men
by categories and ranks. 13Prisoners are kept to a precise schedule of eating, drinking, washing, and saying prayers, with these activities denied to
prisoners who engage in "bad behavior." These details of the regulation
of prisoners' movements and activities in order to compel cooperation
with interrogators

are contained in a 263-page document

on standard

operating procedures at Guantanamo Bay. 14The prisoners are subject to

established the power of the sovereign.
But in the war on terror, torture and indefinite detention in Cuanta-

the documentation

of every deviation from what is considered acceptable

namo Bay take place not as part of a juridical discourse of truth and guilt

behavior in order to produce specific knowledge about each detainee

but rather as a means for gathering

so as to better manage all of them. Minute details about a prisoner's

and to quarantine

dangerous

ostensibly life-saving information

subjects apart from the U.S. population.

While the use of torture in the detention

camps at Guantanamo

Bay at

first glance appears to resemble the tactics of disciplinary power, torture
in this context is more consistent with the exercise of sovereign power
through

biopolitics. The bodies of the prisoners at Cuantanamo

though subject to torture, cannot legitimately be killed,
strates a contradiction

II

Bay,

Torture demon-

in the exercise of biopower and sovereign power:

while sovereign power names the power to "take life or let live," and

behavior are noticed and reported, an example of how disciplinary power
"allows nothing to escape,"15 in its quest to create docile subjects.
Sovereign power and disciplinary power produce the subject the sovereign purports to regulate, rather than reflecting a preexisting subject.
Through torture, the body of the prisoner is made to signify the guilt of
the prisoner. Likewise, through force-feeding,

the body of the hunger

striker becomes intelligible as the social type "terrorist." The nominal
purpose of torture at Guantanamo

is to produce a docile, productive
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subject who will give information to interrogators. The "stress and duress"

only, or even primary, technique of power, these very characteristics sig-

torture techniques, such as solitary confinement for days and lowering the

nal that techniques ofbiopower are being exercised. Biopolitics is a moral

temperature

discourse that moves away from the political realm of rights and obliga-

in cells, are specific disciplinary technologies used to make

prisoners submissive and useful to interrogators."
However, the fact that Guantanamo

tions of and to individuals and toward a model of familial care in which

Bay is to be kept out of the pub-

the main justification

of sovereign power is to provide for the health

lic eye suggests that something other than disciplinary power is at work.

and welfare of its people. Biopower concerns itself with risk and chance

Both sovereign power and disciplinary power are meant to be visible: the

events that affect populations,

former through spectacles that make the power of the sovereign present

ingly random violence of terrorist attacks. As the prisoners are detained

to the citizenry and the latter through
about a dangerous

the creation

person being reformed

of a morality tale

and becoming an obedient

person. The ambiguous legal place that the prisoners
Bay occupy points to difficulties in considering

of Guantanamo

them as strictly objects

such as diseases, famines, and the seem-

on the basis of their assumed dangerousness

to the United States if they

were to be released, what they present is not an established danger but
a risk of future danger. They are presumed

to have the capacity to com-

mit random, violent acts: in other words, the risk is that they will carry

of disciplinary power. Peremptorily declared guilty by the United States,

out violence that is itself constituted

by chance and uncertainty

in the

they have not been convicted and also are not subject to rehabilitation.

form of a terrorist attack. The Justice Department

Unlike a prisoner who breaks a social contract, the "terrorist" is a decid-

United States may detain prisoners not only if they are known or sus-

edly foreign subject, as evidenced by the difficulty in assigning the label

pected of being agents of al Qaeda or affiliated organizations

"terrorist" to domestic perpetrators
international

of political violence.

'7

Even though

has declared that the

they are deemed to "constitute a clear and continuing

but also if

threat to the USA

law is clear that everyone must have some status under the

or its allies. "20 Thus, aside from any evidence of involvement in a terrorist

law (a disarmed person is either a prisoner of war or a civilian), the United

organization or the planning of terrorist acts, a person may be detained

States has claimed the special, extralegal status of "enemy combatants"

indefinitely on the declaration

for prisoners at Guantanamo

have

States. These subjects of biopower are not necessarily the villains and

been held for more than seven years without charge or trial. The Bush

enemies of society who break the law out of malice; rather, they are aber-

administration

Bay. Many prisoners at Guantanamo

has denied that even Common Article 3 of the Geneva

that he or she is dangerous to the United

rations, whose threat to society is more diffuse and amorphous."

They

Conventions applies to al Qaeda detainees because the conflict between

are not necessarily immoral subjects; they are amoral, as they cannot be

the United States and al Qaeda is neither between states nor a domestic

rehabilitated

civil war. ,8 Even though, in
2006

2010,

the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in the

case of Hamdan v. Rumsfeld that the prisoners at Cuantanamo

must be given fair trials, by
the detainees.

'9 As

2011,

trials have yet to occur for all but one of

the prisoners are not domestic subjects, the intended

audience for detention

and torture seems obscure. However, there is a

way in which torture and indefinite
audience-Americans

Bay

detention

play to a U.S. domestic

are made to feel safe not only from terrorists but

from the techniques of biopower. The torture of Cuantanamo

Bay pris-

into obedient domestic subjects.

Techniques

of security are intended

to minimize risk, and, to this

end, torture has been deployed as a means of quickly obtaining
mation intended

infor-

to prevent terrorist attacks. Thus the use of torture is

made consistent with the exercise of biopower. Yet torture is known to
be ineffective as a tool for information
interrogation

gathering. In the United States,

experts have long recognized

frequently provide inaccurate information,

that the victims of torture
as tortured people often say

whatever they believe their torturers want to hear.

22

There is evidence that

oners, who are bodies of information,

is consistent with the instrumental

official documents cautioning against the utility of torture, even if it were

logic of biopower and the managem

nt of populati

d ' m d to be legal, were suppressed.e Prisoners at Guantanamo Bay have

While the lack ofjuridi
prison rs at

ns,

al gllile and Ih lnd (Jnil d 'I, ntion of th '
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mad fa Is

onf ssions under torture, and those false confessions have
I "ovid (\ lh . ba~is for ongoing torture
f th original prisoner as well
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as others."

led to the intentional

More recently, the capture of failed airplane bomber Umar

Farouk Abdulmutallab

in late December

torture to be used to gather information
Abdulmutallab's

2009

torture

accurate information,

with authorities."

Given that

is known to be ineffective at obtaining

I

but they are not allowed to die. Death operates

on the torturer

as well as on the agency of the prisoner.

a different interpretation

the question still remains of why torture is used.

as a limit

The prisoner

than the interpretation

of the role of sovereign power and biopower
of those who suggest that sovereign power pro-

I

duces a subject who can be killed.

tacle in which the emphasis is on an exchange of pain and information;
however, the experience

power to kill. Bodies

cannot be killed because he must be made to speak. This limit suggests

useful,

Carried out behind closed doors, modern torture is an invisible spec108

limit on the extreme use of sovereign power-the
are tortured,

from terrorist suspects, despite

willingness to cooperate

interrogational

led to renewed calls for

deaths of the prisoners but, rather, has imposed a

of the body being tortured does not fit with this

logic. Torture relies on a calculation of pain, such that the precise amount

Torture as an Anxious Practice of Sovereign Power

can be applied that will make the target "break," a logic of information
based on biopolitical

concepts of rationality and utility. This logic does

not match the realities of the experience
in their ability to endure

of torture. Humans vary greatly

Bay have been declared enemy combat-

ants who have no standing in international

law, what then prevents the

United States from killing them outright, as they might have done if they

pain. Pain is also not a singular, measurable

experience

but can take the form of many sensations, which may coun-

terbalance

one another.r" As the experience

difficult to quantify or control. The experience

As the prisoners at Guantanamo

encountered

these "terrorists" in a battle? Despite the insistence on the

of pain is subjective, it is

prisoners' lack of legal status, the prisoners'

of psychological torture is

They may be tortured, but they must be kept alive. Judging by its willing-

even more difficult to predict. The subjective experience

of pain suggests

lives are officially protected.

ness to use violence, but its unwillingness to take lives or let the prisoners

that the infliction of torture is not entirely consistent with an exercise of

take their own lives, the United States appears troubled by the exercise

biopower, as it is not ordered or structured.
Biopolitics is also insufficient to explain the practices of torture

of sovereign power.

Cuantanamo

Bay because the prisoners

at

are not being killed. In fact,

In ancient Greece, torture could be used to release the truth from a
slave's body but not a citizen's. Slaves (and women and barbarians)

were

despite their torture is at

bodies, pure materiality, while citizens had reason.w But the distinction

the core of the tension between biopower and sovereign power in the

between slave and free is unstable, not "given by nature." Judicial torture

the preservation
treatment

of the lives of the prisoners

of the prisoners

at Guantanamo

the sovereign must make a distinction
must die as a necessary component

Bay. Foucault

writes that

between who must live and who

of the practice of sovereign power

served to maintain the distinction, as only the bodies of women and slaves
were thought

to be able to release truth through

bodily pain. Torture

served as a way of marking these social hierarchies.

While the context

in biopolitical regimes."? By this logic, in order to protect the lives of the

and meaning of torture have changed, the use of torture to produce and

domestic population,

sustain hierarchies

porary torture

the source of risk must be killed. In the contem-

regime at Guantanamo

is exercised on "undesirables"
deaths but their production

Bay, however, sovereign power

in such a way that the object is not their
as a particularly

risky subject. Torture

pre-

vents its victims from having the kind of lives that biopolitics promotes

of political subjectivities

remains. Torture

similar function in the context of Guantanamo

serves a

and the war on terror: it

produces its own rationale by using pain to unmake the subjectivity of the
prisoner while making present the power of the sovereign.
By the infliction

of pain, torture

produces

relations

in its positive form of furthering

the health and longevity of the popula-

tion. In the practice of torture,

"the viol n

'i~n p w r. Elaine Scarry's The Body in Pain describes how torture can

irresistible,

even unlimitabl
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incapable of speech, of entering the symbolic realm oflanguage.

Scarry's

thesis is that torture reduces the body to a world of pain. The extreme
pain of torture is inexpressible in language, and thus the subject's world
is unmade because the pain has no referent in the outside world. The
victim's lack of language destroys his or her subjectivity. Scarry writes:

disabling the prisoner's

ability to speak, the United States prevents the

speech act that underpins

the consent of the ruled that characterizes

liberalism; rather, the prisoners are forced to speak with the voice of the
sovereign. Neither can the subjects of torture be "remade" as Scarry's
exemplars are, because they are not being prepared

for reintegration

into society. The bare display of sovereign power destroys the very subjects of sovereign power. Scarry frames her discussion in terms of world-

It is the intense pain that destroys a person's self and world, a destruc110

I

tion experienced spatially as either the contraction of the universe down to

making and world-destroying.
have multiple intended

the immediate vicinity of the body or as the body swelling to fill the entire

World-making

and world-destroying

can

universe. Intense pain is also language-destroying; as the content of one's
world disintegrates, so the content of one's language disintegrates; as

audience in the United States and abroad in terms of its substantiation
of U.S. sovereign power.
The torture of prisoners at Guantanamo

robbed of its source and its subject.30

111

audiences, however. While the torture may be

world-destroying for the tortured, it can be world-making for its intended

the self disintegrates, so that which would express and project the self is

\

Bay is an expression of sov-

ereign power that is met with much anxiety in the United States. This
Scarry presents a model of torture in which there are two distinct subjects:

anxiety is manifested

in two modes of distancing

a torturer and a prisoner. The torturer comes to be identified with voice

torture: a geographic

distancing and a political distancing. The special

and world, while the prisoner experiences only pain and the body.>' The

status, or lack of status, that the prisoners at Guantanamo

torturer speaks with the voice of the sovereign, and the victim, deprived
of subjectivity, is made to speak as the sovereign wishes, making present
the existence of the sovereign. The sovereign is made present in the body
of the tortured, not by the death of the prisoner, but by the unmaking of
Scarry's analysis of torture shows the extent of sovereign power in
the twenty-first century. While her work has been criticized for its separation of language and body,v it powerfully demonstrates

precisely how

Bay hold, as

the United States declared, suggests that the United States could claim
the sovereign right to kill as well as torture, as the prisoners are enemies
outside the protections of any social contract. Yet the prisoners are maintained and sustained in camps. The prisoners must be held by the sovereign -witness

the world of the prisoner.

the sovereign from

the outcry from politicians over various proposals in

to release Guantinamo

Bay detainees in the states represented

00

2

9

by these

politicians. Likewise, there is great anxiety over the proposal for housing
Guantanamo

Bay prisoners in maximum-security

prisons in the United

sover-

States, despite the presence of other persons convicted of terrorism within

eign power's ability to reduce bodies to materiality. In torture, the victim

these very facilities.> The prisoners, and their torture, must be kept at

is made to "speak the name of the sovereign," in Paul Kahn's telling

a distance from the sovereign. Anxiety over the status of prisoners who

phrase.» Torture serves as the means not only of producing

were captured in Mghanistan

language and bodies are mutually entailed. Torture demonstrates

"truth" but

also of making present the sovereign.
The tortured body is broken, but it must be kept alive so that it can
provide information
imprisoned

or labor. It must be able to speak or work. Th

victim of torture is meant to provide information,

his body

made to speak, to subvert his own will to silenc . A bodies reduced t
pain, tortured prisoners are not liberal sp aking AII1.lC rs, able to mak

lalms a ain t th state. While tortur i~H h \1'(' d pi \ of sov r ign p w r,
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as suspected al Qaeda members who pose

a threat to the United States has led to the quarantine

of these prisoners

within U.S. control but outside U.S. sovereign territory. Since

2002,

the

U.S. government has used Camp Delta at the Guantanamo Bay naval base
to house prisoners

captured

in Mghanistan

and elsewhere, citizens of

untries such as the United Kingdom, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Pakistan,
Arghanistan, and Syria. Guantanamo
'rs in lud

Bay is not the only such site; oth-

Bagram Airfield in Mghanistan,

III \II(\ir\g Abu .hrflih, plus

(In

numerous

unknown numb

r f

prisons in Iraq
ntral Tnt lligence

Agency black sites in a secret internment

network that comprises facilities

avoid leaving permanent

in Thailand, Afghanistan, Morocco, Poland, and Romania.te

tim is an intermediary rather than the object of the torture. Instead of the

Torture is also distanced from the sovereign by the use of euphemism
and official denial. Referred to as "enhanced interrogations,"

bloody spectacles of flogging, amputation,

limb stretching, and beating

torture is

associated with torture in the classical era, contemporary torture practices

not outright accepted. President Bush has famously stated that "we do not

are aimed at bloodlessness and invisibility.s? The torture techniques used

torture," while administration

spokespeople

assert the necessity of conducting

1121

marks on the body. The body of the torture vic-

Obama administration,

and supporters vehemently

these "enhanced interrogations."

while denouncing

by the U.S. military and its proxies include waterboarding,

The

sleep depri-

vation, exposure to heat and cold, electric shock, sensory deprivation,
intimidation

torture and promising to close

by dogs, insects, and humiliation

by sexual abuse.s" These

Cuantanamo,

has yet to do so, ostensibly pending acceptable alternative

tactics have been labeled "stealth technologies"

arrangements

for the prisoners.

cult to document.w The experiences of prisoners released from Guanta-

because they are diffi-

the illegitimate use

namo Bay and other detention sites suggest that different techniques were

of violence by states against citizens, it also appears necessary or at least

tried out in order to judge their efficacy at causing pain without seriously

useful in performing

threatening

While torture violates liberal values prohibiting

the presence of the sovereign. One key example

of torture in reproducing

sovereign power through

subjectivity is the repeated waterboardings

oners. Khalid Sheikh Mohammed was waterboarded
Zubaydah waterboarded
administration

the obliteration

of

of several "high-value" pris183 times and Abu

that to be considered

torture, the pain inflicted had to be "equivalent in

intensity to the pain accompanying serious physical injury, such as organ
failure, impairment

at least 83 times according to declassified Bush

documents.s" The sheer number of waterboardings

the life of the subject." Famously, the "Bybee memo" argued

of bodily function, or even death."!'

The torture program has created, and made use of, a body of knowl-

casts

edge about the human body and what it can endure without dying. The

doubt on the official rationale of information gathering, as the likelihood

complicity and assistance of medical personnel are essential to the prac-

that each successive waterboarding

tice of torture. The discourse of the biological body, in its physical limi-

will make the subject more likely to

share information he is holding back seems small, yet the rationale for the

tations, not only is essential to the practice of torture but is produced

use of water boarding remains that it will compel the prisoner to produce

from the knowledge gained through torture. Medical professionals are

information.

on hand to ensure that such torture

If the subject occasionally provides some information

waterboarding,

after

the question then becomes at what point has he given all

the information

he has to give and how much of that information

false. This repeated performance

was

tactics are not taken so far as to

permanently damage the bodies of the victims.v In fact, part of the Bush
administration

reasoning as to why these "enhanced interrogation

tech-

niques" do not constitute torture is that medical personnel are present to

of violence suggests an ongoing attempt

nsure the safety of the prisoners. Memos from the Justice Department

at stabilizing sovereign power through the destruction of subjectivity. The
medicalization of the torture techniques also shows unease with the prac-

to the CIA's Office of General Counsel, for example, provide numerous

tice of torture.

assurances that no detainee will be subjected to treatment
terindicated"

Taking humans as biological entities, the medical regime of truth

that is "coun-

by psychological or physiological evaluations. The Justice

about the bodies and psyches of prisoners and their reaction to harsh

Department claims, for example, that "OMS [the CIA's Office of Medical

treatment plays out in the medicalization

Services] closely monitors the detainee's condition to ensure that he does

of debates about torture, with

not, in fact, experience

torture advocates citing the many safeguards in place to secure" the lit
and health of the subjects of torture and medical professionals Objecting to the violation of patients' rights as w II as to th
torture. Modern practi
a

xampl
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or lasting harm.

"43

severe pain or suffering or sustain any significant

This is not to say that prisoners subjected to torture

I xhniqu s in truth do not experience
this d m n trat
Ill' pra tl

II

S

the

of tortur

"severe pain or suffering." Rather,

xt nt to which medical knowledge is integral to
in n t

nly produ jng Fe ts on the .prisoners
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but also attempting

to limit harmful

alive. The purpose

effects so that the prisoners

of medical supervision

of a CIA official speaking of Abu Zubaydah,
cal attention

conduct

these "enhanced

of the Justice

interrogations"

2006,

at least nineteen

Department,
in a perfectly

more may have been covered

prisoners

to

man-

consume

lence, in which medical and legal safeguards
harm despite increasing

the gov-

nite detention

and ill-treatment

and the rest of the world, hunger

strikes and the force-feeding

strikers are part of the battle over the meaning
bodies. U.S. officials defend

which medical ethicists claim is a violation
not only that the hunger
feeding prisoners

of

In June

Mohammad

2009,

suicide. AI Hanashi

people

of hunger

Ahmed

Abdullah

had been on a hunger

pounds.

surveillance.v'

are not supposed

to die-their

After all, prisoners

committed

suicide are likely to have been murdered.

by al Qaeda agents. Rear Admiral

believe this was not an act of desperation,
warfare waged against US,"5' even though

themselves are forbidden
bodies of the hung
"mak

the same right.

r strik r is a I .rv
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have been transferred

in t rrori t activities.
Th h ling r striker is neither

l

th ,Iii

ral, rati nal sub]

t

or accidental,
by the military
These deaths
as acts of war

Harry Harris declared,

"I

but an act of asymmetrical
all three men were scheduled

due to lack of evidence

t

Bay

have revealed that three Guan-

strikers who were previously reported

logics of health and war are, in fact, part of the same logic of
detaine

at Cuantanamo

deaths, whether intentional

power. Only representatives

s-the

strike, and at one

as to how he could do this to himself while under

twenty-four-hour

sovereign

on the bodies of d tain

a

to have

He had been force-fed and was one

tradictory

to inflict pain and violence

Saleh al Hanashi,

tion.s? His death was initially ruled a suicide by military officials, although

to have committed

States are allowed

to enact sub-

of their bodies.

were covered up as suicides and, as such, were portrayed

own well-being. These seemingly conof the United

In trying to martyr

in a psychiatric ward, where all were kept under seda-

tanamo Bay hunger

rights, by insisting

in which
strikes are

for seven years, was reported

are seen as a failure. Recent investigations

the use of force-feeding,

alive but

their own bod-

strikers' attempts

a juridical

that they were involved

subject of sovereignty

f I iopow r but a dangerous

I
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of the sovereign and assert their own

jectivity comes at the cost of the very materiality

there is some question

to the indefi-

strike is a tactic of war but that they are force-

for the prisoners'

the refusal to

hunger

By harming

power over meaning.

they deny the presence

of seven prisoners

of the violence committed

of human

to exercise

to a

by the hunger

Under conditions

are being so destroyed,

self-government.

point weighed eighty-seven

more broadly.w To the American

power is exercised

strikers attack their own bodies by

in such conditions.

Yemeni who had been detained

Bay began over allegations

in terms of
of biopower.

an act of resistance

sovereignty over their bodies. The hunger

suffering, and violence, is a

perfect gaze of the panopticon.s"

strikes at Guantanamo

the hunger

the only way of enacting
themselves,

vio-

prevent any lasting illness or

levels of deprivation,

power-the

controllable

ofthe Koran and became a mode of resistance

against prisoners'

global audience,

over the lives and bodies of prisoners,

imprisoned,

ies, they attempt

The claims that the

Force-FeedIng and the Transformation of Political Status

mistreatment

This effort is aimed more

in which sovereign

their worlds and subjectivities

committed

hunger

as well as a broader

refusing to live indefinitely

used by U.S. forces do not cause severe or lasting harm have

Widespread

"dependents."

food and water constitutes

indefinitely

prisoners

and Iraq in the first three years of

of perfectly

degree

has th

strikers. In the face of a power whose goal is to keep prisoners

though the deaths of many

that is surely higher today, although

also been shown to be false.s? The dream

fantasy of sovereign

audience

Even in an environment
remarkable

have died of their treatment

has not released more recent information.s"

techniques

controlled

Up.45 More than one hundred

have died in U.S. custody in Mghanistan
the war on terror, a number

the attempt

life, and death are, in fact, control-

at the hands of U.S. soldiers and interrogators,

ernment

at an American

Force-feeding

legible and forces a type of normative

assuring people of the safety and efficacy of such techniques

ner is based on the idea that health,
lable. As of

bodies of "terrorists."

the "terrorists"

status onto them, as infantilized

"He received the finest medi-

him."44

Despite the protestations
I

the dangerous

effect of making

on the planet. We got him in very good health so we could

start to torture
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of biopower,

are kept

is made clear in the statement

nor

s~bject who

is attempting

to reconstruct

ists" are not considered

a political subjectivity. Given that "terror-

to act rationally, torture is somewhat paradoxi-

cal under the biopolitical rationale

of seeking information

through

the

cates a transformation
combatants,

of the political status of the prisoners from enemy

to terrorists, to a quasi-population.

prisoners into objects of medical knowledge, a prerequisite

infliction of pain and discomfort. To inflict pain upon a "terrorist" is to

them into objects that can be managed

expect that person to act rationally to preserve his body from pain and

state. They are transformed

injury and provide the information
death through

the interrogators

seek. By courting

hunger strikes, the prisoners at Cuantanamo

Bay refuse

this attempt to normalize them. They resist sovereign power's rights over
life and death as well as biopower's

determination

rational, liberal subject must single-mindedly

to ensure

life.53

The

strive for his self-interest.

This also cannot meaningfully describe the hunger-striking

Force-feeding makes the

being managed

as dependents

for making

of the sovereign

from illegible terrorists into threats that are

competently.

The force-feeding

is conducted

by medi-

I

cal professionals who are screened before they are deployed to Cuantanamo to make certain they don't have moral objections to force-feeding.
Around February

2006,

58

the military began using restraint chairs to hold

the prisoners while they were being force-fed. These chairs resemble den-

prisoner, who

tist's chairs with restraints for the arms, legs, head, and torso. The military

suffers pain and harms his own body, eventually leading to his death if

says they are necessary for the safety of the prisoners as well as to prevent

he is not force-fed.

them from throwing up after the feeding. Journalists have reported on the

The force-feeding

of hunger

strikers not only robs the prisoners of

use of unnecessarily large nasal tubes that cause extreme pain and bleed-

one possibility of enacting sovereignty over their own bodies but also has

ing when forcibly inserted.w Overfeeding,

the effect of forcing normative status on them, not as moral subjects but as

and diarrhea,

dependents

these chairs, ostensibly to ensure absorption

of the state. They are made into legible subjects who, it might

be said, never had it so good. The military reports

that the detainees

which causes cramps, nausea,

accompanied

by prolonged

restraint in

of the nutrients and prevent

self-induced vomiting.

are fed very well and are gaining weight. Chief Petty Officer Colleen M.
Schon hoff, who is in charge of preparing

is also frequently

Outside the terms of any social contract, the "terrorists" are transformed

food for the detainees, stated,

into subjects of a minimal exchange in which information is traded for the

"I like to believe they're eating a lot better here than they were wherever

sustainment of life. This exchange is far from the liberal ideals of equal and

they were before they got here. We take pretty good care of them.

autonomous

"54

subjects contracting with one another. By force-feeding the

Lindsay Graham, Republican of South Carolina, has stated that the Guan-

hunger-striking prisoners, the United States makes its sovereign power pres-

tanamo Bay detainees receive better treatment than the Nazis did because

ent over the bodies and lives of prisoners. In a fully biopolitical regime, not

the Supreme Court ruled that the prisoners were entitled to habeas cor-

permitting the deaths of prisoners is central to the logic of sovereign power.

pUS.55

Force-feeding isjustified in biopolitical terms of preserving the lives of the

Senator Jim Bunning, Republican

of Kentucky, was impressed

learn that the detainees "even have air-conditioning
ers. "56 Michael D. Crapo, Republican
the military personnel

to

and semiprivate show-

senator from Idaho, reported

that

at the camp "get more abuse from the detainees

than they give to the detainees."57 Democratic

senators Richard Durbin

of Illinois and Ron Wyden of Oregon have also given assurances regarding the treatment

of the prisoners after a visit to Cuantanamo

affirming the camp's relative comfort, despite the complaints
ers, these accounts rein scribe the prisoners as a quasi-population
ith far

ofmanagement,eventhoughtheyn
intended
Th

to be a permanent
us

f for

populatir

-~ ding to /'(\p

dom stj subj

Bay. By
of prisonin ne d
ts n r ar

to be managed

by doctors and administrators.

has responded
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A Pentagon spokesperson

to charges of ill-treatment in force-feeding by saying that Defense Department officials "believe that preservation
appropriate

means is a responsible

and well-being of detainees.

"60

of life through lawful, clinically

and prudent

measure for the safety

In a facetious dismissal of accusations of

abuse, one report asserted that hunger

strikers were said to be given a

hoice of colors for their feeding tubes and lozenges to soothe their sore
thr
thr

II.

hllllKI

prisoners and produces the prisoners as a quasi-population

(il'()

ats.?' Hunger-striking

prisoners are force-fed if they have refused sixty-

ons utive meals or have not eaten for twenty-one days, or if they
I I w /) p r

nt

[th

ir h althy b dy w i ht. A doctor)

approval
D
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is also needed, in the latter case." Dr. William Winkenwerder,

assistant

of both biopower and sovereign power in play. Against arguments

secretary of defense for health affairs, insisted, 'There is a moral question.

force-feeding is an abuse of sovereign power, the idea of hunger strikers as

Do you allow a person to commit suicide? Or do you take steps to protect

enemies and terrorists can be invoked. Against arguments of violating the

their health and preserve their life? The objective in any circumstance

human rights of prisoners, the biopoliticallogic

is

to protect and sustain a person's life."63 Officials have defended the force\
feeding of prisoners by claiming "it is our responsibility to make sure tha~
the detainees are kept in good health.t''s To suggestions that the policy
118

1

that

of force-feeding violates the ban on "outrages upon personal dignity, in
particular humiliating

and degrading

of Common Article 3

treatment,"

of the Geneva Conventions, officials have responded

by invoking the lan-

prisoners under the care of the United States may be invoked. Thus, the
\

force-fed hunger strikers occupy an unstable position as not-fully-terrorist
enemies but not fully members of a population
Bay from the beginning,

feeding hunger-striking
More than

guidelines allow for force-feeding

ostensibly to ensure the safety of

the prisoners, they have also led the charge against the practice of force-

guage of Common Article 3, which states "the wounded and sick shall be
medical ethics and Defense Department

to be managed either.

While doctors have been involved in the force-feeding of prisoners at
Guantanamo

collected and cared for," to justify the force-feeding of prisoners."

While

of preserving the lives of

250

prisoners

under

medical professionals

the banner

of human

rights.

have signed an open letter to the

Lancet, a British medical journal, demanding

an end to force-feeding as a

only for cases in which immediate treatment is necessary to prevent death

violation of the medical ethics of the American Medical Association and

or serious harm," the fact that the prisoners are healthy enough to need

the World Medical Association. According to the codes of ethics of both

restraint suggests that force-feeding was being done well before the lives

organizations,

force-feeding

is considered

an "assault on human dignity"

so long as the prisoners or patients are capable of making an informed

of prisoners were in danger.
Military officials also claim that hunger strikers are operating
a strategic logic, as agents of al Qaeda continuing

under

their battle against

decision.w This view is premised upon understanding

hunger strikes not

as a form of suicide but as a form' of political protest. Medical ethicists

the United States even while in prison. A Time magazine articles reports:

have also condemned

"Harris [Defense Department

argues the camp will be

have to patients who decide to undergo hunger strikes: above respecting

needed for the foreseeable future, and that refusing to eat is not a cry for

the sanctity of life and the health of the detainees, physicians are obliged

help, but a ploy drawn from the al-Qaeda playbook calculated

to respect the autonomy of patients who freely choose to go on hunger

media attention

spokesperson]

and force the U.S. government

to attract

to back down." Harris is

strikes and understand

the force-feedings by specifying the duties doctors

the consequences

of their actions."? The labeling

also quoted as saying, 'The will to resist of these prisoners is high. They

of force-feeding

are waging their war, their jihad against America, and we just have to

in its execution, is premised upon the Enlightenment

stop them. "67The same article equates the hunger

as an autonomous

strikes with suicide

attempts, arguing that both similarly seek to bring negative attention
Cuantanamo

so it will be shut down. Another spokesperson

to

for Cuanta-

namo Bay, Robert Durand, said, "The hunger strike technique

is consis-

a juridical

as torture per se, aside from the brutal measures used
view of the subject

will that controls the body. It is also premised

subject that is homo ceconomicus, with preexisting

and interests that the government

upon

preferences

cannot prevent him from pursuing.

Medical ethicists insist that the refusal of food in this context is a matter

tent with al-Qaeda practice and reflects detainee attempts to elicit media

not of pathology, psychological or otherwise, but of free choice. Medical

attention

ethicists consider force-feeding

to bring international

pressure on the United States to release

of competent

them back to the battlefield. "68Durand also denied that the hunger strik-

in this control over the body, to constitute

ers have made any specific demands or requests. Officials have declared

ment of the rights of hunger strikers.

the hunger strikes to be "acts of war." Th
partofthe"al-Qaedaplaybook"inli':ll

n w status as a quasi-poputauon. Tit

fnllning of hunger strik s as
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persons, which intervenes
torture through

an abridge-

In the discourse of medical ethics, hunger strikers are positioned

as

I au nts (as opposed to enemy combatants continuing their battle in
I rlson) for whom
rtain rul s gov rn r lationships with doctors. The
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main object is the prisoner/patient

and his subjectivity as a rational bearer

of rights. Force-feeding, medical ethicists insist, is permissible only when

striking is not what is produced as unfathomable

it is first of all necessary for the health of the patient who is unable or

minds of the prisoners themselves as agents of al Qaeda that are produced

refusing to eat and, second, when the refusing patient has been deemed

as irrational and uncivilized. Once the prisoners and the hunger strikers

mentally impaired and unable to understand

120

I

military discourse of hunger striking as a tactic of war, the fact of hunger

the conseque~ces d\not ~at-

in particular are produced

or unknowable; it is the

as irrational subjects, then the state is autho-

ing and drinking. Force-feeding becomes a matter of psychiatry, l:\,hlCh

rized to intervene to "make live." The hunger strikers are figured not as

doctors must determine if the ~atient.is su~ciently r~ti.onal to freely ~ke

dangerous but infantile, in need of the benevolence of the United States

the choice to refuse food. ThIS medical discourse IS Inseparable from a

in order to remain alive. The production of hunger-striking prisoners into

liberal discourse of individuals as rights-bearing subjects.

dependent

However, the discourse of force-feeding
doctors and government

spokespersons

subject with rights but rather a deranged
tected from himself. By force-feeding
Guantanamo

Bay, military personnel

articulated

by the military

cially, also has the effect of making the United States more comfortable
with its exercise of sovereign power against its own liberal norms.

the hunger-striking

prisoners

at

are not so much violating liberal

Judith Butler argues that the indefinite

prisoners at Cuantanamo

detention

of the

Bay is comparable to the indefinite detention of

patients in mental institutions."

of the prisoners but, perhaps more cru-

subject who needs to be pro-

the detainees as irrational and "insane," in need of care and

management.

implications for the treatment

moral and mental status not only has

suggests not an autonomous

principles of a subject's rational control over his or her own body but
producing

figures of unfathomable

Some hunger strikers are held in Guanta-

The dual techniques
to understand

of sovereign power and biopower can be used

the transformation

of the political status of American citi-

zens. Aside from managing the prisoners,

the force-feeding

of hunger

strikers serves to assure Americans that the technologies of biopower are
safe-that

they need not be concerned

with interrogational

torture nor

suspect prisoners' rights are being violated by force-feeding. Months and
years after September

11, 2001,

instead of decrying the decadence and

namo Bay's psych ward as suicidal and are under constant surveillance.?"

complacency of American society that helped allow the attacks to occur,

If the indefinite detention

the discourse shifted to recapturing

indefinite detention

of mental patients is a suitable model for the

of prisoners, then there is a corresponding

analogy

pose in addressing

a sense of urgency and unity of pur-

the threat of terrorism. Two years after September

President Bush stated in a speech that "the enemy is wounded, but

to the mental status of both kinds of patients. While no pictures of the

1 1,

restraint chairs have been released, an advertisement

still resourceful and actively recruiting,

from the company

and still dangerous. We cannot

by the slogan "It's like a padded cell on

afford a moment of complacency. Yet, as you know, we've taken extraor-

wheels."73 Force-feeding through nasal tubes is widely used with comatose

dinary measures these past two years to protect America. "74Some of these

patients or those suffering from psychiatric diseases. In these situations, it

extraordinary

that makes them is accompanied

measures include authorizing

torture. The war on terror,

is not seen to be problematic, because such persons are deemed incapable

as officials frequently reminded Americans, is a long, if never-ending war.

of making rational decisions on their own behalf.

The threat of terrorism is to be considered

If the mental status of the hunger strikers is unfathomable

and out-

side the bounds of accepted, civilized thought, then the detention

and

life is to be rearranged

ever present, and everyday

around the prevention of terrorist attacks. As one

official said, "It isjust a fact of life and we have to deal with it. "75Produc-

force-feeding can be justified. However, it is not the preexisting mental

ing the prisoners as not only vaguely dangerous

status of the prisoners

need of care makes Americans feel safe that the threat of terrorism is not

force-feeding;

that leads to their indefinite

rather, it is the practices of detention

incarceration

and

and force-feedin

mability. This is consistent with th produ lion or "I('I'I"( rls!" slll~i tivity, but

that produce the prisoners as subject
with an add d dim ORion 01" socl II \
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but also dependents

in

nly being managed but being managed in a humane way.
Th

act

f force-feeding

transforms the moral status of the hunger-

su+king prison rs from "en my combatants"-figures
'outra 'l-W humans

Milt!

pnbl

t

outside any social

manag m nt, of minimal interre-
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lations. While force-feeding
pathological

suggests that there is something

about the "terrorists," it does not necessarily indicate their

exclusion from any body politic.

The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Nancy Luxon, Bud

ers by this means, the prisoners are included in the body politic in a way

Duvall, Jennifer Lobasz, Shampa Biswas, and Zahi Zalloua as well as par-

that produces

ticipants at the Minnesota International

them as figures of dependency.

speech of information.
I

NOTES

In sustaining the lives of hunger strik-

76

The threat

j~.

is thus managed by taking away freedom of speech in exch
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incurably
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e for the
\

force-feeding

Carol Leonnig, "More Join Guantanamo

of

prisoners makes the prisoners a symbol of diffuse danger

September
2

on the border of political community. At the same time, it assures Americans that they are safe from the threat of terrorism because the terrorists
are being managed competently.
Obama administration's

From this argument,

based on not only operational

3

Bay prisoners would pose no threat if housed domestically.

Force-feeding gives rise to a new understanding
2005

about

I
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